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Afghanistan is one of the world’s poorest countries and is largely mountainous, with winter
temperatures often dropping below freezing point. Currently, more than two million children are
at risk from cold, disease and malnutrition and starvation. Lack of foodstuff, blankets, heaters,
job opportunities and other basic life facilities are threatening millions of lives as the dire winter
condition sets in. Poverty, conflict and lack of development are longstanding problems that have
left dozens of people most vulnerable and marginalized.

This year’s severe cold weather condition and lack of basic facilities has raised concerns among
the Afghan population, especially the displaced families who are left out in open places with
insufficient food items and heating equipments. There are currently more than 30,000 poor
families living under tents in Kabul area with such condition.

In the face of bitter winter, with freezing temperature, the government wants the 55 camps in
Kabul cleared and refugees to return to their home provinces, but many say that it is too
dangerous due the Taliban insurgency against the US-backed government and Taliban’s
accommodation, lunch and dinner expenses demands from the residents. They say that the
Taliban insurgents enter into our houses at midnights and ask us to prepare them food, tea and
threaten us to death if we do not fulfill their requests. In addition, our children sleep with hungry
stomachs, so how we would be able to afford their all expenses in this cold weather. Thus, most
of these displaced families have escaped the Taliban insurgents due to the rise in insecurity and
their over demands in this harsh winter.

The Norwegian Refugee Council’s (NRC), Secretary General Elisabeth Rasmusson warned
earlier that the rising trend of conflict-induced displacement is extremely worrying since the end
of 2012. Prasant Naik, NRC Afghanistan’s Country Director, also adds that the total scale of the
growing displacement crisis currently underway across Afghanistan has raised concerns for the
Afghan Government and other humanitarian communities. NRC that works globally to help
refugees and internally displaced persons, recently estimated that the number of internally
displaced persons due to conflict in Afghanistan is at least 460,000, with 166,000 of them
recorded in 2012 alone.
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Additionally, these displaced families live without proper hygiene, sanitation and protection from
the weather in open or unsafe places which causes serious worries for the Afghan government
and other humanitarian agencies.

The government authorities and NGO’s of both national and international origins are supposed
to prepare for the worse winter that still lies ahead with its worst ever consequences, particularly
to those who are most excluded, marginalized and vulnerable families, living under torn tents and
in open places. Last year’s death toll sparked anger over the government’s failure to protect
people, even in Kabul area.

From experiences of displacement, hardships and miseries faced by this war-torn nation in the
coldest winters, with no food, proper shelter and other basic facilities of life, people are still
constructing makeshift dwellings from mud, poles, plywood, plastic sheeting and cardboard, living
in abandoned lots. But these tents and shacks offer little protection from the bitter cold winter
weather.

Snow has already covered mountaintops and Kabul city with coldest temperature, particularly in
Bamyan province where several distracts are blocked to the central parts of Bamyan due to
heavy snow and avalanches.

Eight children, three old men and a woman have so far lost their lives, since the beginning of the
winter this year. The rise to casualties of most marginalized families is expected to increase as
the heavy snowfall may come with its coldest temperature if the government and other
humanitarian agencies do not take appropriate measurements in most remote and mountainous
parts of the country. Bamyan has been most affected province in all 34 provinces due to heavy
snowfall, avalanches and lack of access to health care centers, heating materials, shortage of
food items and many die of pneumonia and measles.

Despite the country has received billions of dollars of aid since 2001, more than 100 children
and dozens of other poor families died last year during the harshest winter in two decades.
Heavy snowfall and killer avalanches took dozens of lives. It was reported that last year
Afghanistan experienced its coldest winter and heaviest snowfall in the last 15 years.

According to U.N office for the coordination of humanitarian affairs, yet only 48 percent of $448
million that has been requested to help 8.8 million Afghans had been pledged by the end of
November 2012. It is not clear since now that how many families will be supported with the aid
that has reached to the country.

The U.N. and other humanitarian agencies working with most affected, marginalized and poorest
families in different parts of the country warn that 20 of Afghanistan’s 34 provinces have high-
risk areas where emergency food, fuel and medical supplies are the dire need.

Unfortunately, efforts to build up the Afghan government have not focused on its ability to
provide emergency relief. All the money that has gone here has not prioritized the safety nets
and social services that are the core requirements of a country, particularly Afghanistan.

After all, nor are the challenges of surviving the winter confined to Kabul, many in remote villages
or travelling on exposed roads are also vulnerable but struggle to get attention or support
without the government and media at hand. Up to 10 people froze to death waiting to cross into
Pakistan last week when the border closed temporarily over a haulage dispute.

As of the now, the government authorities and other humanitarian assistance are failing to
provide for the dire needs of tens of thousands of internally displaced persons in the country
who have fled one life-threatening situation to find another as cold temperatures leave them
struggling for their survival.

Before the arrival of harsh snowfall, it was pledged from the government authorities and other
humanitarian agencies, including the international community and donor countries to help the
internally displaced people deal with harsh winter conditions, especially 400,000 people who live
in some of the most remote mountainous areas of northern and central Afghanistan with
insufficient food-items, blankets, heating equipments and other basic facilities of life. It is
important that such promises are fulfilled on time.
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